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Abstract
The tools and methods used to evaluate complex systems in terms of human systems
integration (HSI) include software, hardware, models, simulations, processes, and techniques.
Hundreds of such tools currently exist to evaluate complex HSI systems, and the number is
continuously growing. Many HSI tools are developed in research settings, or in an ad-hoc
fashion to meet specific project goals. As such, there is no standard repository of HSI tools.
Additionally, as HSI systems become more complex and the number of HSI dimensions in which
decision-makers evaluate systems continues to grow, the HSI cost-benefit trade space that
explores the costs and benefits of a system on the HSI dimensions expands. Therefore, it
becomes more difficult for decision-makers to determine if and to what degree a system meets
their specific HSI criteria.
Engineers, managers, and other decision-makers often have to evaluate complex HSI
systems, such as the case of acquisitions in which decision-makers need to rate and compare
particular systems. Since there are hundreds of tools that currently exist to evaluate the HSI
aspects of systems, decision-makers may not be familiar with all of them. Additionally, with the
HSI cost-benefit trade space continually expanding, decision-makers need a way to reduce the
number of HSI tools, or downselect, from the hundreds of HSI tools to a smaller set of desirable
tools. This smaller set of desirable tools is defined by users' criteria, which is often vague and
ambiguous.
This research investigates the visualization techniques of such downselection tools and
how the visual representation of information impacts the decisions of decision-makers. The
results of this work show that salient information biases decision-makers' decisions when using
decision support tools (DSTs). Also, information aggregation did not appear to have an effect on
decision-makers' level of automation bias when using decision support tools. There did not
appear to be any correlation between decision-makers' trust in DSTs and the extent to which
they rely on the results presented in those tools. Additionally, decision-makers' perception of the
ease of use of DSTs is correlated with their trust in those tools, although there appeared to be an
influence of age on users' perceptions of such tools. While this thesis focuses on the specific
example of downselecting a database of HSI tools for a decision maker, the overall processes and
research in this effort can generally be applied to any downselection from a large database of
elements to a smaller set of desirable elements using both objective and subjective decision
criteria of decision-makers.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Human systems integration (HSI) is the process of integrating people, technology, and
organizations, while giving full consideration to the human requirements of users. HSI focuses
on the human aspects of the three fundamental stages of systems processing-systems definition,
development, and deployment-while integrating human-related concerns such as manpower,
personnel, training, human factors engineering, system safety, health hazards, survivability, and
habitability, whose definitions are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: HSI Domain Descriptions [1-2]
HSI Domains Description
The number and mix of personnel (military, civilian, and contractor)
Manpower authorized and available to train, operate, maintain, and support each system
acquisition.
The human aptitudes, skills, knowledge, experience levels, and abilities
Personnel required to operate, maintain, and support the system at the time it is fielded
and throughout its lifecycle.
.r n .The instruction and resources required to provide personnel with requisite
Trainng knowledge, skills, and abilities to operate, maintain, and support the system.
The comprehensive integration of human capabilities and limitations
Human (cognitive, physical, sensory, and team dynamic) into system definition,
Factors design, development, modification, and evaluation to optimize human-machine
Engineering performance for both operation and maintenance of a system. HFE designs
(HFE) systems that require minimal manpower, provide effective training, can be
operated and maintained by users, and are suitable and survivable.
The inherent ability of the system to be used, operated, and maintained without
System Safety accidental injury to personnel.
The inherent conditions in the operation or use of a system that can cause
Health death, injury, illness, disability, or reduced job performance of personnel who
Hazards operate, maintain, or support the system.
The characteristics of a system that reduce risk of fratricide, detection, and the
probability of being attacked; and that enable the crew to withstand man-madeSurvivability or natural hostile environments without aborting the mission or suffering
illness, disability, or death.
Factors of living and working conditions that are necessary to sustain the
morale, safety, health, and comfort of the user population, which contribute
Habitability directly to personnel effectiveness and mission accomplishment, and often
preclude recruitment and retention problems.
HSI is an important field of interest to researchers in both academia and industry because
although systems continue to grow more complex, they still have not achieved the level of
autonomy that would allow them to operate successfully without human intervention and/or
interaction [3-4]. Even though humans may be taken out of the physical control loop in these
complex systems, it is still critical to include humans at some level in the decision-making, both
as a safety check and to ensure that the automation is truly supporting the overall mission goals
[5]. Humans are still needed to compensate for incomplete or ambiguous information, and to
adapt to unexpected changes and uncertainties [4]. Additionally, HSI is important because if the
focus of a system's design is on the human element inherent in the system, then the system's
costs will decrease while the system's performance and productivity increase [1].
1.1 Motivation
The tools and methods for human systems integration (HSI) evaluations include software,
hardware, models, simulations, processes, and techniques. Hundreds of such tools currently
exist to evaluate complex HSI systems, and the number is continuously growing. Many HSI
tools are developed in research settings, or in an ad-hoc fashion to meet specific project goals.
As such, there is no standard repository of HSI tools. Additionally, as HSI systems become
more complex and the number of HSI dimensions that decision-makers can use to evaluate
systems continues to grow, the HSI cost-benefit trade space that explores the costs and benefits
of a system on all HSI dimensions expands. Therefore, it becomes more difficult for decision-
makers to determine if and to what degree a system meets their specific HSI criteria [3].
Engineers, managers, and other decision-makers often have to evaluate complex HSI
systems, such as the case of acquisitions in which decision-makers need to rate and compare
particular systems. Since there are hundreds of tools that currently exist to evaluate the HSI
aspects of systems, decision-makers may not be familiar with all of them. Additionally, with the
HSI cost-benefit trade space continually expanding, decision-makers need a way to reduce the
number of HSI tools, or downselect, from the hundreds of HSI tools to a smaller set of desirable
tools. This smaller set of desirable tools is defined by users' criteria, which is often vague and
ambiguous.
As an example, the tools ErgoMaster, ErgoWeb JET Software (Job Evaluator Toolbox),
Man-Machine Integration Design and Analysis Systems (MIDAS), and SAFEWORKTM, to name
a few, could all be used to measure ergonomics. Although users may know what each tool
measures, they may not know the advantages and/or disadvantages of using one tool over
another. They may also not know how the tools are rated in relation to one another, based on
their criteria. In cases such as these, having a decision support tool (DST) to help accomplish the
downselection task with minimal effort from users would be ideal.
While this thesis focuses on the specific example of downselection on a database of HSI
tools, the overall processes outlined in this thesis can generally be applied to any downselection
from a large database of elements to a smaller set of desirable elements using both objective and
subjective decision criteria of decision-makers. This thesis also investigates the visualization
techniques of such downselection tools and how the visual representation of information impacts
the decisions of decision-makers.
1.2 Problem Statement
The primary problem investigated in this thesis is the impact of the visual representation of
information on the decisions of decision-makers. This thesis seeks to determine if aggregating
information better aids decision-makers in making their decisions and/or promotes better
decision-making. It also seeks to understand the role of salient information in decision-making
and its impact on decisions. Additionally, this research seeks to determine if there is a
correlation between decisions-makers' perception of the ease of use of decision support tools and
their trust in the information presented by those decision support tools. Lastly, this thesis seeks
to determine the influence of automation bias on decision-makers, even when background
information is available to them.
1.3 Research Objectives
To investigate the problem statement, the following research objectives for the tool
evaluation downselection task were posed:
e Objective 1: Determine if there is a correlation between decision-makers' perceptions
of the ease of use of decision support tools and their trust in those tools.
* Objective 2: Determine if there is a correlation between decision-makers' trust in
decision support tools and the extent to which they rely on the results presented in
those tools when making their decisions.
Objective 3: Determine if decision-makers' level of automation bias when using
decision support tools increases as more information is aggregated.
Objective 4: Determine if salient information biases decision-makers' decisions.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into the following chapters:
* Chapter 1, Introduction, describes the motivation and research objectives of this
thesis.
* Chapter 2, Background, provides an overview of decision-making with the aid of
decision support tools, and some of the factors of DSTs that influence the decisions
of users. It also outlines some of the factors that will be analyzed in this research
and their importance.
* Chapter 3, Interface Design, describes the design of the two interfaces that were
created for the experiments in this research effort.
* Chapter 4, Experiment, describes the experiment that was used to test the
hypotheses of this research. It includes a discussion of the procedures used during
the experiment and the experimental design.
* Chapter 5, Results and Discussion, presents the results of the experiment and
explanations for those results.
* Chapter 6, Conclusion, outlines the contributions made by this research effort,
summarizing the major results in this research. It also discusses possible future
work to extend this research.
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Chapter 2: Background
Decision-making is the process of sufficiently reducing uncertainty about alternatives to
be able to make a reasonable choice from among them [6]. Decision-making sometimes
involves uncertainty, complexity, and high-risk consequences. Adding to these complications,
decision-makers have a tendency to seek much more information than they can absorb [7]. In
such cases of information overload, the quality of the decision-makers' decisions reduces since
the decision-makers can no longer manage or assess the information appropriately [6]. Research
has shown that decision-makers do not combine information in a Bayesian fashion [8-10], so
when given additional information, they do not follow a method of Bayesian updating. In
instances of information overload, decision-makers may also start to selectively use information,
sometimes with a confirmation bias in which they elect to use the information that supports their
preconceptions or hypotheses [11].
Decision support systems (DSSs) can aid human cognitive deficiencies by integrating
various sources of information, presenting this information effectively to users, and aiding the
process of structuring decisions [12]. Proper application of decision support tools (DSTs) can
also increase a decision-maker's productivity, efficiency, and quality of decisions [12].
However, there are many factors within DSTs that influence the decision-making process,
including the manner in which the information is visualized.
Decision-making is affected by the visualization used in the DST, which includes the
level of aggregation of data and the salience of information. It is also dependent on the level of
automation, and as such, users' automation bias, which is the use of automation as a replacement
for careful information seeking and processing [13]. Decision-making is also influenced by the
user's perception of how easy it is to use the DST and their trust in the information and results
presented by the DST.
2.1 Visualization
Humans have an innate ability to process graphical information, making visualization the
foundation for human understanding [14]. Visualization is critical in communicating
information to decision-makers, especially in cases in which decision-makers do not have the
technical expertise to fully understand the statistical results presented by decision support tools
(DSTs). Information visualization can provide a better level of understanding to users of all
levels of expertise, and as such, plays a critical role in decision-making. Using graphical
methods to represent information improves performance, understanding, and decision quality for
decision-makers [15]. Visual interactive interfaces for decision support systems (DSSs) continue
to be an interest to researchers, as users of DSSs place a high importance on user-friendliness
and graphics capabilities [15]. Two important elements of visualization within DSSs that may
affect decision-making are aggregation of information and the presence of salient information,
which are discussed in the following sections.
2.1.1 Aggregation of Information
Data aggregation involves condensing or summarizing data. Decision support system
(DSS) designers often need to aggregate data in these systems to present meaningful and relevant
information to decision-makers, rather than present hundreds of data points to users. An
important decision faced by these designers involves the amount of information to present to
decision-makers. If too little information is presented to users (i.e. information underload),
relevant information that might have impacted users' decisions may be omitted, whereas if too
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much information is presented (i.e. information overload), users may get confused, make
mistakes, and/or become frustrated.
Research shows that decision-makers who believe that they are underloaded with
information generally make more accurate decisions than those who feel overloaded with
information because they feel that they have received less information than what they need to
make an informed decision [16]. However, research also shows that decision-makers who
believe that they are underloaded feel less satisfied and confident about the quality of their
decisions than decision-makers who feel overloaded, even though the underloaded decision-
makers make higher quality decisions [16].
A study that researched the effects of information load found that decision-makers who
received summarized information (1) made higher quality decisions than those receiving an
overload of information that included the same data, (2) had less confidence in the quality of
their decisions, and (3) took longer to make their decisions [17]. Another study found that
psychologists became significantly and increasingly more confident in their clinical decisions as
the amount of information presented to them about the cases increased, although the accuracy of
their decisions did not significantly increase [18]. The findings of these research efforts also
suggest that the availability of more information may lead to a decrease in performance but an
increase in confidence and satisfaction past some optimal amount of information [16].
Although the previously-discussed research results suggest that information overload is
associated with decreased performance, they do not necessarily suggest that information
overload is a bad thing. One of the reasons that the results do not suggest that overload is always
bad is that the results also showed that underloaded users expressed lower satisfaction in their
decisions, which might negatively affect other aspects of decision-makers' decision process. For
example, research shows that lower user satisfaction is associated with an increased tendency of
users to distort information during transmission [19]. The impact that information load may
have on decision-makers and their decisions is not as intuitively obvious as some might believe
[16].
The research in this thesis explores the effect of data aggregation on decision quality and
consistency in the context of downselection decision support tools. When users are presented
with too much information, it is possible that there will be little consistency between the
decisions of different users when they are presented with the same information. Also, the same
user might provide different decisions even when he or she is presented with the same
information, since there are so many different variables to analyze. Additionally, when
presented with too much information, the decision quality of users may decrease since they may
not be using valid and/or logical reasoning to make their decisions, but instead may be using
information that is not relevant or may be using the salient information provided by the DST.
2.1.2 Salience of Information
Decision-makers are often biased by salient information, which may cause them to
misinterpret or ignore other information that is more important or relevant for their decision.
This is especially the case when decision-makers are presented with a lot of information [20] and
have a limited amount of time to analyze all the data. Research shows that when people are
presented with a lot of information, they base their decisions mostly on salient information rather
than objectively considering all the data that they have available [21]. The research in this thesis
examines the impact of salient information on the decision-making process. This research will
analyze the extent to which users use salient information when making their decisions. This is
important because if the salient information presented by a DST is not the most pertinent and
users mostly use this information in making their decisions, then decision quality could be poor.
2.2 Automation Bias
Automation bias is the "use of automation as a heuristic replacement for vigilant
information seeking and processing" [13]. Automation bias occurs in decision-making because
humans have a tendency to disregard or not search for contradictory information when they are
presented with solutions generated from automated devices, which they accept as the correct
solutions [22]. This is because humans usually try to engage in the least amount of human
cognitive work that will still allow them to perform their tasks [23]. Teams of people, as well as
individuals, are susceptible to automation bias [13].
There are two types of automation related errors, namely omission errors and commission
errors. Automation omission errors occur when decision-makers do not respond to system
irregularities because the automated tools did not alert them to any problems [24]. Automation
commission errors occur when decision-makers erroneously follow automated information or
directives, such as when outside information contradicts or is inconsistent with the automated
information [24]. The research in this thesis seeks to determine the effects of automation bias in
the context of downselection decision support tools, and how automation bias is affected by
different visualization techniques. Other elements such as ease of use and trust of decision
support tools may also affect decision-making, and are discussed in the following sections.
2.3 Ease of Use of Decision Support Tools
When decision-makers use decision support tools, it is important for the functionality
behind the interface of the tool to work properly. However, the way in which users perceive the
DST is greatly dependent on the ease of use of the tool and its aesthetics, since the interface is
the externally visible part of the tool. If a DST is difficult to use, users will get frustrated and
will not be satisfied with the tool and its results. Intuitive interfaces allow users to obtain
information efficiently and effectively, and the usability of an interface contributes to users'
overall satisfaction and experience with the interface [25]. If the interface of a DST is designed
well, users will consider it easy to learn, understand, and use. This research examines how users
view the ease of use of DSTs and how this view affects their trust in the DSTs.
2.4 Trust of Decision Support Tools
An important aspect of decision support tools is the user's trust in the tool. Trust is a
multi-dimensional concept that can be expanded into six components: predictability,
dependability, faith, competence, responsibility, and reliability [26]. If users distrust a DST, this
may lead to the disuse (underutilization) of the automation, but if users trust a DST too much,
this may lead to the misuse (overreliance) of the automation [27]. Research has shown that users
trust automation more in unfamiliar situations as opposed to familiar situations [28], so being
unfamiliar with a situation may lead to misuse of the automation. Given that this downselection
process exists in order to help decision-makers assess the validity of unfamiliar tools,
overreliance in any downselection DST could be a problem.
Research has shown that trust in DSTs is mainly influenced by the reliability of the
automation [29-30]. Most decision-makers expect the automation in DSTs to be near perfect and
better than other humans in generating the correct results [31]. As such, if decision-makers
observe that the automation makes errors, they are likely to remember such errors and will
distrust the automation even when it is correct, if they are not given reasons for why the errors
appeared [31-32]. When users doubt the reliability of the automation, their trust in the
automation significantly drops and they begin to rely more on manual methods [33]. Therefore,
it is important to design DSTs that promote trust.
The following chapter describes the interfaces used in the experiment of this research to
investigate the visualization techniques of downselection tools and how the visual representation
of information impacts the decisions of decision-makers.
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Chapter 3: Interface Design
The decision support system that was designed and developed for this thesis, namely the
HSI Evaluation Decision Support Tool (HEDST), allows users to make tool selection decisions
based on both subjective and objective decision criteria. This interface builds on the work of the
Systems Integration Tool for HSI Evaluation (SITHE), which is a framework for selecting tools
that can be used in evaluating complex technical systems in terms of HSI [3]. This chapter
presents an overview of an adapted version of SITHE as it was used in this thesis, an overview of
HEDST, and a comparison between the two interfaces.
3.1 Overview of SITHE
The SITHE framework was designed to help solve the problem of selecting tools to
evaluate a complex technical system in terms of HSI [3]. Ideally, after the downselection
process using SITHE, the user should have a smaller set of tools that meet her criteria and can be
used. SITHE is intended to be generalizable in the selection of any type of tools for any activity
from a large set of tools.
SITHE involves both automation and two human users. Figure 1 provides an overview of
the SITHE process. The first user is the upstream user, who is assumed to have a high degree of
subject matter expertise on the tools to be included in the core database, or at least the tools that
she adds to the database. The upstream user gathers information on HSI tools, such as if the
tools need new hardware and/or software, are free of regulatory issues, or need to be certified,
for example, and populates the database with this information. The downstream user, who is or
acts on behalf of the decision-maker, answers questions about the specific downselection
objectives. The automated part of the process generates scores for the tools to aid in the
downselection process to a smaller set of possible tools for the downstream user. These scores
are based on the characteristics of the tools that the upstream user assigns in the database and the
preferences of the downstream user. The downstream user then reviews the scores generated by
the automation, during which time he may make changes to his ratings, and then makes the final
selection of the tools to evaluate the HSI system. Rather than selecting which tools the
downstream user should use, the automation presents all the tool scores so that the downstream
user can make her own judgments about which tools to use based on the scores and other factors,
such as her preferences in tools.
I Downstream User 
------------ ownstream
I Automation %
1 Upstream User
%I
Figure 1: Overview of the SITHE Process [3]
This section will describe the types of questions within SITHE and the overall
visualization of the DST, while focusing on the downstream user view. The upstream user view
of SITHE is described in Appendix A.
3.1.1 Types of Questions
As mentioned previously, both the upstream and downstream users answer a series of
questions, and their responses are used in the generation of scores for each tool in the database.
. ...... ...
The upstream user makes objective and subjective assessments about the characteristics of a tool
when answering the questions presented to her, and the downstream user makes subjective
assessments about the importance of the tool's attributes when answering questions. Although
both users are presented with different questions, they are related in that they refer to the same
attributes of the tools and all the questions fit into four categories, which are reviewed in the
following sections. The goal of the upstream user is to generate a set of descriptive attributes
about all possible tools that could be used in any HSI effort, while the downstream user is
concerned with narrowing this field for a specific HSI application.
3.1.1.1 Binary Questions
Binary questions are questions with yes or no as an answer. For the upstream user, the
binary questions address tool characteristics, asking, "Does the tool have characteristic X?" For
the downstream user, the binary questions address the needs and wants of the downstream user
when evaluating the HSI system, asking, "Do I want tools with characteristic X?" An example
of a binary question for the downstream user is, "Do you want easily available technical support
from a third party?" When the upstream user populates the database of tools, she considers
whether the tool has easily available technical support from a third party. Other examples of
binary questions for the downstream user are shown in Figure 2, which shows the binary
questions section of SITHE for the downstream user.
Binary inputs
I am willing to hire a Subject Matter Expert in order to use a tool 1
I am willing to upgrade or buy new hardware in order to use a tool 1
I am willing to upgrade or buy new software in order to use a tool 1
I want easily available technical support from the vendor 0
I want easily available technical support from a third party 0
I want to be able to purchase a tool off-the-shelf 0
I need to avoid regulatory compliance efforts associated with using a tool (ex: I want an ITAR-free tool) 0
I want to use a tool that has met certain certification standards 0
I am willing to pay to get a tool officially certified 1
I need to use a particular tool vendor 0
I need to use a tool that will be Goverment-Fumished Equipment (GFE) 0
I need to use atool for which my sponsors/customers will pay 0
I need to pay less than a specific amount for a tool 1
Amount: $x 10000
Figure 2: Binary Questions Section of SITHE for Downstream User [3]
Binary questions are the first set of questions presented to both users, although this
research focuses on the downstream user. The binary questions serve as a tool filter, serving as a
go/no-go characteristic filter. For example, if a tool does not have a particular characteristic that
the downstream user needs, the tool can be eliminated immediately from the set of desirable
tools and assigned a score of zero during the automated scoring process. Therefore, the more
restrictive the downstream user's responses are to the binary questions, the more likely tools will
be filtered out.
3.1.1.2 Tool Performance Questions
Tool performance questions refer to the performance of the tools on five dimensions
for specifically evaluating HSI tools, as adapted from [34]. These. five dimensions are Construct
Validity, Measurement Efficiency, Comprehensive Understanding, Statistical Efficiency, and
Experimental Constraints, and their definitions are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: HSI Tool Performance Dimension Descriptions [3]
HSI Tool Performance Description
Dimensions
Describes the degree to which inferences can be made from
Construct Validity the tool metrics about what is actually occurring.
Describes how easy it is to use the tool to carry outMeasurement Efficiency measurements.
Describes how well the tool's output demonstrates a
Comprehensive Understanding complete picture of what is occurring for human-system
behavior.
Describes how easy it is to use the tool's output for
Statistical Efficiency statistical analysis.
Describe the external factors related to the use of the tool
Experimental Constraints for human-system evaluation.
The upstream user makes an assessment of each tool's abilities to meet each of the five
dimensions by selecting a rating from 1 to 5, where 5 indicates that the tool possess the
characteristic to a great extent. While such an assessment is subjective, it is assumed that the
upstream user is a human factors expert and is thus more informed in terms of the underlying
theory for why particular tools should be rated in a particular way. How such users can make
such assessments is the subject of other related research [34-35], which is beyond the scope of
this thesis.
The downstream user makes a subjective assessment of the importance of each dimension
in the tools that he needs, selecting a rating from 1 to 5 for each dimension. The difference
between the users is that the upstream user rates the tools on their abilities, while the downstream
user rates how important it is for a tool to have those abilities. Selecting 5 for a dimension
means that the downstream user considers that dimension to be extremely important. Figure 3
shows the tool performance section of SITHE for the downstream user.
Tool aspects
Cat 1: Construct Validity 2
Cat 2: Measurement Efficiency 4
Cat 3: Comprehensive Understanding 1
Cat 4: Statistical Efficiency 5
Cat 5: Experimental Constraints 3
Figure 3: Tool Performance Section of SITHE for Downstream User [3]
The automation uses the ratings from both users to calculate a score for each dimension
for each tool. This score represents how close the ratings of the users were to each other on each
dimension. A tool's tool performance score for each dimension is calculated as follows:
Tool Performance S cored =10. Upstream User Rating d -Downstream User Rating d
25
In this equation, d represents the tool performance dimensions. The highest possible product of
the upstream and downstream user ratings is 25, as the highest user rating is 5. The product of
the upstream and downstream user ratings divided by 25 represents the product of the ratings
percentage of the highest possible product. To obtain the score for each dimension, this quotient
is multiplied by 10, making 10 the highest possible score for each tool performance dimension.
3.1.1.3 Lifecycle Questions
Lifecycle questions address the applicability of a tool to the stages of the system's
engineering lifecycle [3]. In SITHE, a system's lifecycle is divided into five stages; 3 major
stages and 2 interstitial stages. The major stages are early, middle, and late. The interstitial
stages are early-middle and middle-late. The early stage is the stage in a system's lifecycle that
involves initial drawings and designs of the system, the middle stage is the stage that involves
prototypes of the system, and the late stage is the stage that involves large scale system
production. The adapted waterfall model of the systems engineering lifecycle presented in
34
Figure 4 is used as a template for the stages in the lifecycle in SITHE. Figure 5 shows the three
major divisions of the lifecycle (early, middle, and late).
Initial
Idea
Concept - Gate: Initial review or SRR (sometimes)
Design
Document
- G
Drawings
and Specs
Product family or
ate: PDR Commonality Analysis
--Gate:CDR PrototypeIteration
Stakeholder
Products Input
Customer
Support
Figure 4: Systems Engineering Lifecycle Model [3, 361
Figure 5: Systems Engineering Lifecycle Model Showing SITHE Lifecycle Divisions [31
The upstream user rates how applicable each tool is for measurement purposes to each
stage of the lifecycle, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 meaning that the tool is directly applicable to
that stage and 1 meaning that the tool is not applicable at all to that stage. The downstream user
rates how interested she is in examining the system during each stage of the lifecycle, on a scale
of I to 5, with 5 meaning that the user is very interested in examining the system during that
stage and 1 meaning that the user is not at all interested. Figure 6 shows the lifecycle phases
section of SITHE for the downstream user.
Early Early- Middle Middle-
Lifec yle phases Phase lifecycle Middle lifecycle Late Late lifecycle
2 4 1 5 3
Typical Slides, Prototype, Mass-produced
Products drawings components units
Concept Production
Review, Review,
Next Critical Prototype Operations Review,
Gate Review Demonstration Redesign Review
Figure 6: Lifecycle Phases Section of SITHE for Downstream User [31
The automated scoring function uses the ratings from both users to calculate a lifecycle
score for each tool. This score is based on how applicable the tool is to each stage in the
lifecycle and how interested the downstream user is in each stage in the lifecycle when
evaluating the system. A tool's lifecycle score is calculated as follows:
Lfecycle Score = E 10 Upstream User Ratingp -Downstream User Ratingp
25
In this equation, p represents each of the five lifecycle phases. The term in the summation is
similar to the equation used to calculate each tool performance dimension score in Section
3.1.1.2. Therefore, the highest lifecycle score is 50, since the highest value of the term in the
summation is 10 and there are 5 lifecycle phases. This lifecycle score is not actually presented to
users, but is used by the automation to calculate the net lifecycle and trade space score (NLTS),
which combines the lifecycle score and the trade space score as explained in Section 3.1.1.4
below.
3.1.1.4 Trade Space Questions
Trade space questions are designed to address the cost-benefit nature of HSI tool
analysis. In order to develop a cost-benefit trade space for HSI tools, a taxonomy of three
dimensions was developed, related to the concept of the iron triangle [37], in which each side of
the triangle represents a constraint. Therefore, one dimension cannot be changed without
impacting the others. The three major dimensions specific to HSI are performance, cost, and
usability, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the detailed human performance branch of the
taxonomy, Figure 9 shows the detailed mission performance branch, and Figure 10 shows the
detailed usability branch. The highlighted nodes of the trees are the only dimensions for which
the downstream user assigns ratings.
Figure 7: High-Level View of the HSI Taxonomy
Figure 8: Human Performance Cost Branch of the HSI Taxonomy
...... .
Figure 9: Mission Performance Branch of the HSI Taxonomy
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Figure 10: Usability Branch of the HSI Taxonomy
The downstream user assigns a rating for each of the dimensions on a scale of 1 to 5, with
5 meaning that the dimension is extremely important and 1 meaning that the dimension is
extremely unimportant. Figure 11 shows the trade space section of SITHE for the downstream
user. In this interface, only the yellow highlighted cells (which are outlined in Figure 11 for
clarity) are filled in by the downstream user, corresponding to the dimension listed above the
cell. The highlighted cells in Figure 11 match the dimensions that are highlighted in the tree
diagrams in Figures 8-10.
Taxon Subtaxon 1
Human Performance Cost IFatigue
Subtaxon 2 Branch
Mental Fatigue
5
Physical Fatigue
5
Attention
2
Workload Mental Workload
Physical Workload
______1
Mission Performance
Usability
Mission Tasks Main Task Performance
3
Secmndary Task Performance
3
Risk to Humans Risk of Discomfort
1
Risk of Injury or Death
5
Risk to Mission
2
Risk to Equipment
r- 4
Anthropometrics
Figure 11: Trade Space Section of SITHE for Downstream User (Partial View) [3]
The upstream user selects which metrics the tool measures. Since the upstream user
makes binary selections for these dimensions, while the downstream user assigns ratings from 1
to 5, the upstream user's binary selections are converted into 1 to 5 ratings for the automation to
use in its calculations. The dimensions that the upstream user selects as ones that the tool
Risks and Hazards
Match to Human Ability
measures are considered to have an upstream user rating of 5 in the automation. The dimensions
that the upstream user does not select are considered to have an upstream user rating of 1 in the
automation.
The automation then uses the ratings from both users to calculate a trade space score for
each tool. This score is based on the dimensions that the tool measures and how important those
characteristics are to the downstream user. A tool's trade space score is calculated as follows:
Trade S pace S core = E 0 Upstream User Ratingd -Downstream User RatingdT S25
In this equation, d represents the trade space dimensions. As mentioned previously, the upstream
user rating will either be 1 if the tool does not measure dimension d, or 5 if the tool does measure
dimension d. The term in the summation is similar to the equation used to calculate each tool
performance dimension score in Section 3.1.1.2. Therefore, the highest trade space score is 280,
since the highest value of the term in the summation is 10 and there are 28 trade space
dimensions that are rated by the users. As with the lifecycle score in Section 3.1.1.3, this trade
space score is not actually presented to users, but is used in the automation process to calculate
the net lifecycle and trade space score (NLTS), which combines the lifecycle score and the trade
space score as follows:
NL TS = Lifecycle Score+ Trade Space Score
Number of Lifecycle Phases + Number of Trade Space Dimensions
As previously mentioned, the number of lifecycle phases is 5 and the number of trade space
dimensions refers to the number of dimensions that are actually rated, which is 28.
3.1.2 Overall Visualization
Figure 12 shows the overall SITHE interface for the downstream user. There is a second
worksheet that contains the trade space section shown in Figure 11.
upstream user is a similar Microsoft Excel* spreadsheet, as
I am wIllingto hire a Subject Matter Expert in order to use a tool
I am willingto upgrade or buy new hardware in order to use a tool
I am willing to upgrade or buy new software in order to use a tool
I want easily available technical support from the vendor
I want easily available tednical support from a third party
I want to be able to purchase a tool off-the-shelf
I need to avoid regulatory compliance efforts associated with using a tool (ex: I want an ITAR-free tool)
I want to use a tool that has met certain certification standards
I am willing to pay to get a tool officIally certified
I need to use a particular tool vendor
I need to use a tool that will be Government-Fumished Equipment (GFE)
I need to use a tool for which my sponsors/customers will pay
I need to pay less than a specific amount for a tool
Amount: $X
The interface for the
shown in Appendix A.
Toolaset
1 Cat 1: Construct Validity 5
1 Cat 2: Measurement Efficiency 4
0 Cat 3: Comprehensive Understanding 3
a Cat 4: Statistical Efficiency 2
0 Cat 5: Experimental Constraints 1
Net ecce and Trade
SpaceScore
*CS: Experimentl constraints
C4: Statistical Efficem y
A C3: Compreiterm
understanrg
xC2: Measurement Effciency
Figure 12: Overall SITHE Interface for Downstream User [31
After the automation generates scores for all the tools, downstream users are presented
with a visualization of all the information. Figure 13 shows an example of the results section of
SITHE for the downstream user. In this visualization, every tool in the database (in this
example, there are only 10 tools in the database) is listed along the horizontal axis by the tool
number in the database. The tool performance scores and the NLTS for each tool are normalized
so that the maximum value for each score is 10. All of the scores are plotted in the graph for
their corresponding tools. The scores of the tools that do not pass through the binary filter from
the binary questions are all set to zero. This feature exists to allow users to easily identify the
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tools that did not pass through the binary filter. Users can then go back and make changes to
their responses while observing changes in the visualization. This visualization has a few
problems, which will be discussed in Section 3.1.3.
0 Net Ufecycle arid Trade
Space Score
*C5: Experimental Constraints
*C4: Statistical Efficiency
A C: Comprehensive
Understanding
xC2: Measurement Efficiency
KC1: Construct Validity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Tool Number
Figure 13: Results Section of SITHE for Downstream User 131
3.1.3 Problems with the SITHE Visualization
There are several problems with this interface. Usability is poor because it is not intuitive
for users. Rather than using yes and no for the binary questions, the interface uses binary digits.
It may not be intuitive to all users that 1 corresponds to yes and 0 corresponds to no. Also, for
the ratings in the other sections, there is no indication of the scale of those ratings.
There are also problems with the visualization. It is important for the designer of a
decision support tool to consider how much information to present to users. The SITHE
interface presents scores for each of the tool performance dimensions. Then it lumps all the
information about the lifecycle phases and the trade space dimensions into one score, namely the
3 X X
ALa
net lifecycle and trade space score (NLTS). This presents a possibly confusing or misleading
situation for users. The lifecycle and trade space scores appear to be related since they are
lumped together, but they are actually completely unrelated. Additionally, the NLTS is
presented using a different display method than the other scores, as it is represented with a bar
while the other scores are represented with points. As such, the net lifecycle and trade space
score is overly salient, which may lead users to believe that it is the most important metric when
deciding between tools. Also, users may be confused as to how to make their decisions from the
results that are given in this visualization, since they need to consider all the presented data
points and how the data points interact with one another.
The problems in SITHE could limit its usefulness, as users have so much information to
process for each of the tools. Even when there are only ten tools in the database, it is still
difficult for users to try to aggregate the data themselves and consistently make their decisions
given the same information. Therefore, as the number of tools in the database increases, SITHE
becomes less useful. The pilot tests of SITHE indicated that the general SITHE process was
useful for downselecting to a small set of HSI tools [3].
The problems in this interface are addressed in HEDST, presented in the next section.
Therefore, this research will compare SITHE and HEDST to try to determine the visualization
techniques that better aid decision-makers in downselection tasks and how the visual
representation of information impacts the decisions and perceptions of decision-makers.
3.2 Overview of HEDST
HEDST is the second interface used in this research that uses the same calculation methods
of the adapted version of SITHE presented in Section 3.1, but addresses the interface and
visualization problems of SITHE. As such, it is proposed that HEDST should make the selection
of tools and the overall decision-making process easier for users than in SITHE. This section
will describe the downstream user view in HEDST and the automation process. The upstream
user view of HEDST is described in Appendix A.
3.2.1 Downstream User
The initial view for the downstream user is that of the binary questions page, as shown in
Figure 14. The downstream user can change between question pages at any time by clicking the
buttons in the top button panel. On the left side of the interface, each tool is listed in the tools
pane. Next to each tool name in the tools pane, there is a bar that represents the tool score,
which starts at 0 for each tool in the database. Unlike SITHE, this interface calculates only one
score for each tool rather than six using all the information provided by both users. As the
downstream user enters information and clicks the submit button located at the bottom of each
page, the tool scores are updated. This automation process is explained in Section 3.2.2. Unlike
the upstream user, the downstream user is not able to add tools to the database or select tools in
the tools pane to view the tools' information once the downstream user tab is selected, as this
may bias her answers to the questions and ratings.
After the downstream user fills in her answers on the binary questions page and clicks the
submit button, she is taken to the tool performance page, shown in Figure 15. The user could
also navigate to this page by clicking the tool performance questions button in the top button
panel, as the user does not need to click the submit button on each page to navigate to other
pages. The tool performance page, and the remaining question pages, make use of a ranking
matrix which has been studied in previous research [38-39]. SITHE allows downstream users to
directly rate each metric on a 1 to 5 scale. However, research has shown that humans have
difficulty in directly assigning ratings since they have difficulty making absolute judgments and
are better at making relative judgments [40]. The probability and ranking input matrix (PRIM)
method of assigning subjective ratings considers probabilities for different events, as it was
mainly developed as an aid for decision-making in environments of high levels of uncertainty
[39]. In HEDST, however, the probability aspect of PRIM is not applicable. Therefore, this
ranking method will be referred to as the ranking input matrix (RIM) method from this point on,
which excludes the probabilistic aspect of the ranking calculations. The ranking matrix in
HEDST is a new capability in addition to the other capabilities in SITHE. It was included in
HEDST since users need to be able to rank their criteria, in order to reflect different levels of
priority.
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Figure 14: Binary Questions Page of HEDST for Downstream User (Start View)
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Figure 15: Tool Performance Page of HEDST for Downstream User
Each metric in RIM is represented by a puck, which can be dragged and dropped into a
ranking matrix. Figure 15 shows the case in which some of the pucks have already been dragged
into the matrix. The ranking matrix consists of 10 bins, which represent five main categories of
importance: extremely important, important, neutral, unimportant, and extremely unimportant.
Each of these categories has two bins, which allows users to indicate slight variations in the
importance of the metrics [38]. Pucks that are placed within the same bin are considered of
equal importance to the user. For example, in Figure 15, Measurement Efficiency, Construct
Validity, and Comprehensive Understanding are all extremely important to the downstream user.
However, Measurement Efficiency and Construct Validity, which are of equal importance, are
slightly more important than Comprehensive Understanding. Each bin is assigned a rating from
0.05 to 0.95 in 0.10 intervals, with 0.95 assigned to the higher extremely important bin.
Therefore, when the downstream user places a puck in a bin, the downstream user rating will be
the bin's corresponding rating. If the downstream user decides not to place a puck in the matrix,
the metric represented by that puck will be considered to have a downstream user rating of 0.
Therefore, the downstream user ratings are from 0 to 0.95 in HEDST.
After the downstream user completes the tool performance section, she is taken to the
lifecycle phase questions page, as shown in Figure 16. Figures 15 and 16 show that when the
mouse pointer hovers over the tool performance and lifecycle phase pucks, the user will see the
definitions for those metrics. In Figure 16, the tool scores in the tools pane have been updated
based on the downstream user's rankings in the tool performance section. Additionally, the tools
in the tools pane are sorted by their scores since the user clicked the sort by score button.
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Figure 16: Lifecycle Phases Page of HEDST for Downstream User
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After the user moves to the trade space questions page, she will see a page like the one in
Figure 17. On this page, the user will see the three HSI taxonomy trees discussed in Section
3.1.1.4 for human performance cost, mission performance, and usability. There is a
corresponding ranking matrix for each of the three dimensions. The highlighted nodes in each
tree correspond to the pucks. Additionally, the scores and ranking in the tools pane has changed
from that in Figure 16 since the user clicked the submit button on the previous page, so the
scores are now based on all the previously entered information.
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Figure 17: Trade Space Section of HEDST for Downstream User
3.2.2 Automation Process
In HEDST, the automation assigns one score to each tool, which should make it easier for
the downstream user to quickly determine which tools meet his criteria best, since the user can
mprtan
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rank the tools by their single score. The ranking in HEDST should make the selection of the best
tools easier than in SITHE, since there are multiple scores that users need to compare in SITHE.
The score for a tool that does not pass through the binary filter based on the binary questions is
automatically set to 0. For tools that pass through the binary filter, their scores are calculated as
follows:
( Upstream User Ratingp . Downstream User Ratingp
Score=100* P
Maximum Value
X Upstream User Ratingp -Downstream User Ratingp
=100- P
5 -0.95 -Number of Pucks
In this equation, p represents the pucks and Maximum Value corresponds to the maximum value
of the numerator. Since the maximum upstream user rating for each puck is 5 and the maximum
downstream user rating for each puck is 0.95, these values are multiplied by the total number of
pucks to calculate the maximum value of the numerator. The fraction in the equation represents
a percentage of the maximum value, which is multiplied by 100 so that the maximum tool score
is 100.
Unlike SITHE, HEDST aggregates all the information into one score. As such, there is
less information that users have to analyze in order to make their decisions, and there is no
overly salient information as in SITHE. Therefore, users should theoretically make higher
quality decisions with HEDST than they do with SITHE, since they will feel less overloaded
with information [16]. Additionally, users could rely on the overly salient information in SITHE
to make their decisions, since research has shown that users do not combine information in a
Bayesian fashion [8-10], or they may selectively use information with a confirmation bias [11].
However, we can expect users to seek more information than what is presented in HEDST [7],
and have less confidence in the quality of the decisions they make using HEDST [16-17].
HEDST also uses a ranking method for the downstream user's ratings, which theoretically
should lead to more accurate input of the user's criteria, since people are better at making
relative judgments than absolute judgments [40], which will then lead to higher quality
decisions.
Using these two DSTs, an experiment was performed to determine which of the two
visualization techniques for evaluation tool selection aided in downselection tasks. The design of
this experiment is detailed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4: Experimental Evaluation
An experiment was conducted to compare SITHE and HEDST to address the research
objectives. Twenty participants between the ages of 24 and 83 (Mean=42.3, Std=18) were
recruited for the study. All participants had human factors research or industry-related
experience. The majority of the participants worked in industry in human factors-related
positions for years, and conducted and participated in many human factors-related experiments.
This chapter describes the experiment, including the initial hypotheses, procedure followed
throughout the experiment, and experimental design.
4.1 Hypotheses
The following hypotheses, which are related to the research objectives in Section 1.3, were
tested during this experiment:
* There is a positive correlation between decision-makers' perception of the ease of use
of DSTs and their trust in those tools.
* There is a positive correlation between decision-makers' trust in DSTs and the extent
to which they rely on the results presented in those tools when making their decisions.
* Decision-makers' level of automation bias when using DSTs increases as more
information is aggregated.
* Overly salient information biases decision-makers' decisions. Decision-makers are
more likely to rely on the salient NLTS to make their decisions while using SITHE.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
Participants first read and signed a consent-to-participate form, shown in Appendix B, in
which they learned the purpose of the study and the procedure they would follow throughout the
experiment. They then filled out a demographic survey, shown in Appendix C. After filling out
the demographic survey, participants participated in a training session. Both the training and
testing sessions of the experiment are discussed in this section.
4.2.1 Training Session
The training session started with a PowerPoint* tutorial (slides are shown in Appendix D)
that introduced participants to the experiment, their role, and the DSTs. After participants
finished the tutorial, they were given a practice scenario, shown in Appendix E, in which they
were asked to play the role of a consultant. In the scenario, participants were given a company's
minimum specifications for selecting the three best tools for evaluation of a company's systems
it was considering to acquire. The participants then used both interfaces and assigned their
ratings based on the practice scenario. They were told that anything that was not addressed in
the scenario should be left to their judgment when they were assigning their ratings. They were
also asked to select and rank their top three tool choices. Throughout the whole experiment,
participants had access to a document with background information on all the tools in the
database (shown in Appendix F), a summary of the tool performance definitions (summarized in
Table 2), and a sheet with definitions of the 1 through 5 ratings for SITHE. The participants
were told that they could use the background information to help them make their decisions.
During the training session, participants were able to ask questions, except for how to choose
their final selection of tools.
4.2.2 Testing Session
The testing session was similar to the training session, except that the participants could
not ask questions. Participants followed a different scenario in the testing session, shown in
Appendix G, which was similar to the practice scenario but had different specifications. After a
user finished using SITHE and selected her final top three tools, she filled out the survey for
SITHE, shown in Appendix H. She then used HEDST and filled out the survey for HEDST,
shown in Appendix I. The final survey that participants filled out, shown in Appendix J, allowed
participants to directly compare both interfaces and express any comments that they had
regarding the overall decision-making process with both interfaces.
4.3 Experimental Design
The experiment consisted of one independent variable and several dependent variables,
which are outlined in this section.
4.3.1 Independent Variables
The independent variable in this experiment was the decision support tool, which was
either SITHE or HEDST. Participants were always instructed to use SITHE before they used
HEDST. This was because the ranking in HEDST might have biased users' final selection of
tools since they did not have to perform any manual calculations and could easily remember their
decisions.
4.3.2 Dependent Variables
A number of dependent variables were chosen to examine the research hypotheses. This
section describes each of the dependent variables.
e Ease of Use Ratings: The user rated how easy it was for her to use each DST,
namely SITHE and HEDST, on a scale of 1 to 5.
e Trust Ratings: The participant rated how much she trusted each DST for accurate
results, on a scale of 1 to 5.
e Final Tool Selections: The participant selected her best top three tools using each
DST, based on the criteria that she entered and the results from the automation.
e Tool Familiarity Contribution Ratings: For each DST, the participant rated the
extent to which her familiarity with particular tools contributed to her final decision
of tools, on a scale of 1 to 5. This rating included the extent to which the tool
background information contributed to the user's decision, in addition to her previous
familiarity with the tools.
* Tool Scores Contribution Ratings: The tool scores contribution ratings represented
the extent to which the tool scores presented in each DST contributed to the user's
final decision of tools, on a scale of 1 to 5.
* Overall Selection of Interface That Was Easier to Use: In the final survey, the user
completed an overall comparison of the DSTs. This selection represented which DST
the user found easier to use, with the possible choices being SITHE, HEDST, or
Neither. The user then made comments about why he made his selection.
* Overall Selection of Interface That Was Trusted More: The participant selected
which DST she trusted more for accurate results, from the choices of SITHE,
HEDST, or Neither. The user then had to make comments about why she made her
selection.
* Overall Selection of Interface That Made the Selection of Final Tools Easier:
This selection represented which DST the user believed made the final selection of
tools easier, from the choices of SITHE, HEDST, or Neither. After making this
selection, the user made comments about the characteristics of the interface that she
selected that made the selection of final tools easier, such as a graph, colors, rankings,
etc.
The next chapter describes the results of the experiment, which were based on these dependent
variables.
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion
This chapter describes the results obtained from the experiment, and discusses if and how
those results support the experimental hypotheses presented in Section 4.1. These hypotheses
are:
* There is a positive correlation between decision-makers' perception of the ease of use
of DSTs and their trust in those tools.
* There is a positive correlation between decision-makers' trust in DSTs and the extent
to which they rely on the results presented in those tools when making their decisions.
* Decision-makers' level of automation bias when using DSTs increases as more
information is aggregated.
* Overly salient information biases decision-makers' decisions. Decision-makers are
more likely to rely on the salient NLTS to make their decisions while using SITHE.
The statistical package SPSS was used to perform all the statistical analysis presented in this
chapter and a = 0.05.
5.1 Ease of Use and Trust of Decision Support Tools
In the final survey, participants directly compared SITHE and HEDST. 80% of the
participants responded that HEDST was easier to use when given the options of SITHE, HEDST,
or Neither. The participants' responses were almost evenly distributed for the interface they
trusted more for accurate results, as 40% selected HEDST, 35% selected Neither, and 25%
selected SITHE. 75% of the participants responded that HEDST made the selection of final tools
easier when given the options of SITHE, HEDST, or Neither. These results are summarized in
Figure 18.
Figure 18: Overall Comparison of SITHE and HEDST
Paired t-tests were used to determine the significance of the differences between the
average participant ratings for how easy it was to use each interface and the average participant
ratings for how much participants trusted each interface. The average participant rating for how
easy it was to use HEDST (Mean=4.05, Std=1.050) was significantly higher
(t(19)= -4.723,p <0.001) than that of SITHE (Mean=3.15, Std. = 0.933), as summarized in
Figure 19. Additionally, the average rating for how much a participant trusted HEDST
(Mean=3.50, Std=0.688) for accurate results was significantly higher (t(19) = -4.000, p = 0.001)
than that of SITHE (Mean=2.70, Std=0.733), as summarized in Figure 20.
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Figure 19: Average Ease of Use Ratings for SITHE and HEDST
[Paired T-Test Values: t(19) = 4.723, p<0.001]
Figure 20: Average Trust Ratings for SITHE and HEDST
[Paired T-Test Values: t(19) = -4.000, p=0.001]
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As expected, most participants thought that HEDST was easier to use. This is probably
due to the fact that users of DSTs place a high importance on user-friendliness and graphics
capabilities [15]. Most users commented that they believed that HEDST was easier to use
because it was more intuitive, left less room for error compared to the spreadsheet-based SITHE
interface, and was easier to navigate through the different types of questions. Also, most users
thought that HEDST made the final selection of tools easier. This was expected since users only
had one score to compare the tools when using HEDST, and did not have to perform additional
calculations as in SITHE to get an aggregated score from multiple scores. Most users
commented that they believed HEDST made the final selection of tools easier because of its
ability to rank the tools by their scores. There was no statistical significance between
participants' average ratings of the extent to which their tool familiarity contributed to their final
decision using both interfaces (t(19) = -1.756, p = 0.095).
The results showed that the average rating for how much participants trusted HEDST for
accurate results was significantly higher than that of SITHE, but participants' responses were
almost evenly distributed between SITHE, HEDST, and Neither to the question of which
interface they trusted more for accurate results. HEDST and Neither received almost the same
number of responses, with 40% and 35% of participants selecting them respectively.
Participants who selected Neither commented that the reason for this was because they would
have selected HEDST if it allowed them to see a breakdown of all the scores as SITHE did.
They said that they needed more information about the scores to be able to trust the final results.
This result is supported by previous research which has shown that decision-makers who believe
that they are underloaded with information feel less satisfied and confident about the quality of
their decisions than decision-makers who feel overloaded [16-17], even though the underloaded
decision-makers make higher quality decisions [16].
There was also a statistically significant positive correlation between participants' ease of
use and trust ratings for SITHE (r=0.685, p=0.001) and for HEDST (r=0.692, p=0.001), using
Pearson's correlation. This was probably the case since users may tend to trust tools more if they
believe the tools are easy to use. However, this is not a causality relationship since users that
rated HEDST as easier to use did not indicate that they trusted HEDST more. This finding
supports the hypothesis that decision-makers' perception of the ease of use of DSTs is positively
correlated with their trust in those tools.
5.2 Effects of Trust on User Reliance on DST Results
There did not appear to be a correlation between users' trust of the DSTs and the extent to
which they relied on the information presented in those tools to make their final decisions.
Users' level of reliance on the results presented in the DSTs was measured by their ratings for
the extent to which the tool scores presented in the interfaces contributed to their final selection
of tools. There was no significant correlation between users' tool scores contribution rating and
trust rating for SITHE (r=0.073, p=0.759) or HEDST (r=0.186, p=0.432), using Pearson's
correlation. This finding contradicts the hypothesis that there is a positive correlation between
users' trust of the DSTs and their reliance on the results presented by those tools. However,
these results may be caused by the observed differences in trust ratings based on age groups.
The effects of age on users' perception of DSTs are discussed in the following section.
5.3 Effects of Age on User Perception of DSTs
One observation during the experiment was that many of the participants who were over
the age of 50 thought that SITHE was easier to use and/or trusted the results more than in
HEDST. There were 13 participants under the age of 50, and 7 participants over the age of 50.
Figure 21 shows that 100% of participants who were under the age of 50 thought that HEDST
was easier to use than SITHE. However, the percentage of participants over the age of 50 who
thought that HEDST was easier to use than SITHE (42.86%) was the same percentage as those
who thought SITHE was easier to use than HEDST. Additionally, 14.29% of users over the age
of 50 thought that Neither was easier to use. Similarly, Figure 22 shows that 42.86% of users
over the age of 50 thought that SITHE made the fmal selection of tools easier, 42.86% selected
HEDST, and 14.29% selected Neither. However, 92.31% of participants under the age of 50
thought that HEDST made the fmal selection of tools easier, with only 7.69% selecting SITHE.
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Figure 21: Selections for the DST That Was Easier to Use by Age Group
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Figure 22: Selections for the DST That Made the Selection of Tools Easier by Age Group
Figure 23 shows that most participants (61.54%) under the age of 50 trusted HEDST more
for accurate results, while most participants (71.43%) over the age of 50 trusted SITHE more.
The remaining participants in each age group trusted Neither more. Therefore, participants
under the age of 50 either trusted HEDST or Neither more, while the participants over the age of
50 either trusted SITHE or Neither more.
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Figure 23: Selections for the DST That Was Trusted More by Age Group
Some participants over the age of 50 commented that they liked to keep the automation to
a minimum and preferred if they did more manual calculations to determine their decision. They
felt that without manual calculations, they could not really trust the results presented by the
DSTs. Another factor might be that participants who were older might have been more
experienced working with Excel® spreadsheets than GUIs. On the other hand, every participant
under the age of 50 thought that HEDST was easier to use, and either trusted HEDST more for
accurate results or selected Neither. The participants under the age of 50 who selected Neither
generally believed that the addition of more information to help in cases of close scores would
allow them to trust HEDST more. Therefore, it might be interesting to study the effects of age
on how users perceive DSTs in the future. Research has shown that age does affect users' view
of technology, such as one study that found that older adults were less likely than younger adults
to use technology in general, computers, and the Internet [41]. These age effects could be
explained by research that has shown that older adults typically have more difficulty than
younger people in learning to use and operate current technologies such as computers [42], the
Internet [43], automatic teller machines (ATMs) [44], and telephone menu systems [45]. These
findings could help to explain the age effects observed in this experiment.
5.4 Automation Bias
When participants rated the extent to which the tool scores contributed to their final
selection of tools, the average participant rating for the contribution of tool scores for HEDST
(Mean=4.80, Std=0.4 10) was significantly higher (t(19) =-3.199, p = 0.005) than that of SITHE
(Mean=4.45, Std=0.686), as seen from using a paired t-test. This result is summarized in Figure
24. However, when a partial correlation was performed between the tool scores contribution
ratings for each interface, controlling for the number of tools in the database that participants
were familiar with before the experiment, there was a significant positive correlation between the
ratings (r=0.727, p<0.001). This means that although HEDST summarized all the information
into one score while SITHE presented six different scores, the extent to which participants used
the tool scores to make their decisions increased at the same time. Participants' behaviors were
consistent across both SITHE and HEDST. Therefore, in this study, increased aggregation of
information did not necessarily increase users' level of automation bias.
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Figure 24: Average Tool Scores Contribution Ratings for SITHE and HEDST
[Paired t-Test Values: t(19) = -3.199, p=0.0051
These results contradict the hypothesis that decision-makers' level of automation bias
when using DSTs increases as more information is aggregated. Although one may believe that a
tool that aggregates all information into a single score could cause automation bias, no effect of
aggregation of information on users' level of automation bias was seen in this study. One
possible reason for why no effect was observed may be the lack of a direct metric to use in
measuring users' automation bias, which could be an improvement in future work.
5.5 Salient Information
In the scenario that participants received during the testing session (shown in Appendix G),
participants were told that the company was interested in making measurements and conducting
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statistical analysis from the information provided by the tool they chose. Therefore, based on the
tool performance definitions in Table 2, this meant that the company was interested in
Measurement Efficiency (C2) and Statistical Efficiency (C4), so it could be expected that
participants would mostly use these two scores in SITHE when making their decisions.
However, this was not the case, as shown in Figure 25. The score that contributed the most to
users' decisions was the net lifecycle and trade space score (NLTS), which was selected as the
top contributing score by 42.11% of the participants in the survey for SITHE shown in Appendix
H. Apparent from the discussion with participants, the reason for this was because the NLTS
was overly salient in the visualization in SITHE, shown in Figure 13. The NLTS was the only
score that was represented as a bar in the graph, as the other scores were represented as data
points. Users assumed that because the NLTS was salient, then it was the most important score,
which was not true. This finding supports the hypothesis that overly salient information biases
decision-makers' decisions, and that decision-makers are more likely to rely on the overly salient
NLTS to make their decision while using SITHE.
Unexpectedly, 15.79% of participants selected Construct Validity (C1) as the top
contributing score to their decision, although Construct Validity was not even mentioned in the
scenario. When the participants who chose Construct Validity as their top contributing score
were asked why, they all responded that it was because that score was usually highest for all the
tools, so it stood out, as shown in Figure 26. This is another case of when salient information
impacts users' decisions, even when it is not really relevant to their decision. These results
further support the hypothesis that salient information biases decision-makers' decisions.
Figure 25: Top Contributing Scores to the Final Decision Using SITHE
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5.6 Summary of Findings
The overall findings presented in this chapter are summarized below.
1. There is a positive correlation between decision-makers' perception of the ease
of use of DSTs and their trust in those tools. This supports the hypothesis, and
was shown by looking at the correlation between users' ease of use and trust ratings
for each interface.
2. There is no correlation between decision-makers' trust in decision support
tools and the extent to which they rely on the results presented in those DSTs
when making their decisions. This contradicts the hypothesis and was shown by
looking at the correlation between users' trust ratings and their ratings for the extent
to which the tool scores contributed to their final selection of tools for each
interface.
3. Decision-makers' ages affect their perception of DSTs. This was an observation
after collecting all the data from the experiment. Many of the subjects who were
over the age of 50 thought that SITHE was easier to use (42.86%) and/or trusted the
results more than in HEDST (71.43%). However, all 13 participants under the age
of 50 thought that HEDST was easier to use, and either trusted HEDST more for
accurate results or selected "Neither". Furthermore, they believed that the addition
of more information to help in cases of close scores would allow them to trust
HEDST more.
4. Decision-makers' level of automation bias when using DSTs does not
necessarily increase as more information is aggregated. The average user rating
for the extent to which the tool scores presented in each interface contributed to the
user's final decision was a proxy measure of the users' average level of automation
bias for each interface. The results showed that the average user rating for the
extent to which the tool scores presented in HEDST contributed to the final decision
was significantly higher than the average rating for SITHE. However, there was a
significant positive correlation between the tool scores contribution ratings for both
DSTs, which showed that the aggregation of information in these two DSTs did not
necessarily increase users' automation bias. Therefore, these results do not support
the hypothesis. It may be the case that aggregation of information could lead to
increased automation bias, but this effect was not shown in this study and could be
further investigated by having a more diagnostic metric for measuring users' level
of automation bias.
5. Overly salient information biases decision-makers' decisions. The results
showed that decision-makers were more likely to rely on the salient NLTS to make
their decision while using SITHE. This finding supports the hypothesis.
Additionally and unexpectedly, decision-makers often relied on the Construct
Validity score because it stood out a little more than the other scores.
The next chapter summarizes the work of this thesis and its implications in the design of decision
support tools.
Chapter 6: Conclusion
The primary problem investigated in this thesis is the impact of the visual representation
of information on the decisions of decision-makers in the evaluation of HSI systems. This
problem is important because different visualization techniques could better aid decision-makers
in making their decisions and/or promote better decision-making. This research shows that the
visualization used in decision support tools can affect decision-making processes and users'
overall decisions. The major factor that influenced users' decisions in this study was the salience
of information. The interfaces of the DSTs also affected users' perception of the ease of use of
those tools, which then affected how much they trusted those tools.
The research objectives in this thesis and the findings related to each objective are
outlined below.
* Obiective 1: Determine if there is a correlation between decision-makers'
perceptions of the ease of use of decision support tools and their trust in those
tools.
The results demonstrated that there was a positive correlation between users'
perception of the ease of use of DSTs and their trust in those tools. However, the
results also showed that this relationship was not one of causality since in the overall
comparison of the two interfaces, the interface that users chose as the one that was
easier to use was not necessarily the same as their selection for which interface they
trusted more for accurate results.
e Objective 2: Determine if there is a correlation between decision-makers' trust in
decision support tools and the extent to which they rely on the results presented
in those tools when making their decisions.
From the results of the experiment, we can see that there is no correlation between
decision-makers' trust in DSTs and the extent to which they rely on the scores
presented in the tools when making their final decisions. However, other factors, such
as the differences in the trust ratings between different age groups might have affected
this result.
.Objective 3: Determine if decision-makers' level of automation bias when using
decision support tools increases as more information is aggregated.
In HEDST, there was one aggregated tool score, as opposed to the non-aggregated tool
scores in SITHE. The results showed that the ratings that users gave for the extent to
which the tool scores contributed to their final decision when using HEDST were
significantly higher than when they were using SITHE. However, when a partial
correlation was performed between these ratings, controlling for participants' previous
familiarity with the tools, there was a significant positive correlation. Therefore,
participants' behaviors were consistent across both DSTs, which means that in this
study, increased aggregation of information did not necessarily increase users' level of
automation bias.
0 Obiective 4: Determine if salient information biases decision-makers' decisions.
The results of the experiment showed that salient information does bias decision-
makers' decisions. In those results, the salient NLTS was used as the top contributing
score to the users' final decisions in SITHE, even though it was not necessarily the
most important information that should have affected users' decisions. Additionally
and unexpectedly, approximately 16% of users used Construct Validity as their top
contributing score, even though there was no mention of it in the scenario they were
given. Users used this score because it stood out, since it was the physically highest
score for all the tools, with the other scores appearing levels below it, as shown in
Figure 26.
One possible extension to this work would be to analyze the effects of additional
information in HEDST. Many participants stated that HEDST would be an ideal downselection
tool if it also included a breakdown of different scores, similar to SITHE, in addition to its
ranking abilities based on the aggregated score. An extension to the research in this thesis would
be to add more information to HEDST such that users could select a tool and see the breakdown
of its total score. Research shows that decision-makers have a tendency to seek much more
information than they can absorb [7], so making additional information available may increase
users' trust in the automation, even if they end up just relying on the ranking.
The findings in this thesis suggest that the visualization techniques used in decision
support tools need to be given significant consideration during the design process. This research
showed that overly salient information can bias users' decisions, thus salient information should
represent the information that designers would like users to focus on when making their
decisions. Additionally, this research showed that even when all the information that users need
to make their decisions is present in the DST, users may still not trust or have confidence in the
results if they believe that there is too much data aggregation. It is a known good design practice
to give users more feedback on how automation arrives at its results in order to ensure that users
trust those results [46]. However, the ease of use should not be significantly jeopardized, since
users' trust of DSTs is positively correlated with their perception of the ease of use of those
tools, which is affected by the users' ages. Therefore, the audience of the tools needs to be taken
into account during the design phase. Additionally, as more information is aggregated, the effect
of automation bias on the decision-making process could increase, so that should also be taken
into consideration. Overall, this research shows that the visual representation of information in
decision support tools does impact the decisions of users. As such, the findings in this
experiment show that the visualization techniques in DSTs, in the context of HSI tool evaluation,
do influence the quality of users' decision-making process.
Appendix A: Upstream User Interfaces
Upstream User Interface of SITHE
The upstream user interface of SITHE consists of two Excel* spreadsheets. In the first
spreadsheet, which is shown in Figure 27, the upstream user can enter his objective ratings for
the binary, tool performance, and lifecycle phase questions for the tools he adds to the database.
Figure 28 shows the same spreadsheet, but includes the tool performance and lifecycle phase
sections.
A B C D E F G H I J K L
Tool Name
AGARD Standardized Tests for Research with Environmental Stressors
Air Force Logstics Composite Model (LCOM)
Needs Needs vendor Has 3rd- Is ree of Meets Needs to From
SME Needs new new tech party tech regulatory certication be favore
required? SME? hardware? sotware? support? support? Is COTS? issues? standards? ceined? vend
Sone 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Some 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
RiskSa 7.5 Workplace Job Safety and Job Hazard Analysis Software None 0 0 0 1 0
Autonomous Vehicle Operator Span of Control Evaluation Tool (AVOSCET) Some 1 0 0 1 0
Boeing McDonnelHOouglas Human Modeling System Yes 1 0 1 1 0
Usability Problem Date Analysis Technology Yes 1 0 0 0 0
Ship Manpower Analysis and Requirements Tool None 0 0 0 1 0
Systematic Error and Risk Analysis Tool None 0 0 0 0 0
Auditory Hazard Assessment Algorithm None 0 1 0 1 0
Eye-tracking Some 1 1 1 1 0
Figure 27: Binary Questions Section of SITHE for Upstream User [31
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Figure 28: Tool Performance and Lifecycle Phases Sections of SITHE for Upstream User [3]
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In the second spreadsheet, which is shown in Figure 29, the upstream user can enter
information about the trade space dimensions. He does so by entering the tool ID under each
dimension that the tool measures. In the example shown in Figure 29, the tool AGARD
Standardized Tests for Research with Environmental Stressors (STRES) is listed as measuring
mental fatigue, physical fatigue, attention, mental workload, and physical workload.
A B C D
Taxon Subtaxon 1 Subtaxon 2
Human Performance Cost Fatigue Mental Fatigue
X? X? STRES
Physical Fatigue
STRES
Attention
STRES
Workload Mental Workload
X? AVOSCET;STRES
Physical Workload
SIRES
Mission Performance Mission Tasks Main Task Performance
X? X? X?
Secondary Task Performance
X?
Risks and Hazards Risk to Humans
X? X?
Risk toMission
SERA
Risk to Equipment
SERA
Usability Match to Human Ability Anthropometrics
X? BHMS;UPDATE
Visibility
X?
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Figure 29: Trade Space Section of SITHE for Upstream User [31
Upstream User Interface of HEDST
In addition to the downstream user interface of HEDST described in Section 3.2, an
interface was developed for the upstream user, although it was not tested in the experiments for
this thesis. The process is essentially the same as that in SITHE, but a GUI was provided to
make the data entry easier and more intuitive.
E - ---. __a
When a user first starts running HEDST, the initial view is shown in Figures 30-32, in
which the upstream user tab is selected initially.
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Figure 30: Add Tool Page of HEDST for Upstream User (Start View)
Figures 31 and 32 show the start view without the tools pane, and Figure 32 just shows what a
user sees when he scrolls down to view the lifecycle phases and trade space sections. The
upstream user can use this page to add tools to the database. After the upstream user enters a
tool's information and adds the tool to the database by clicking the submit button, he will see a
summary of the tool information as in Figure 33.
The upstream user can see a summary of the tool information for any of the tools at any
time by clicking the tool name in tools pane. The upstream user can also edit or delete a tool
from the tool's summary page. Figure 34 shows an example of the edit page, which allows the
upstream user to edit the previously submitted information for the selected tool.
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Figure 31: Add Tool Page of HEDST for Upstream User (Without Tools Pane)
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Figure 32: Add Tool Page of HEDST for Upstream User (Includes Bottom Sections)
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Figure 33: Tool Information Summary Page of HEDST for Upstream User
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The upstream user interface of HEDST allows users to easily enter a tool's information,
see a summary of the tool's information, edit that information, and delete a tool from the
database. On the other hand, the upstream user interface of SITHE is cumbersome and not
intuitive. Additionally, there are many necessary steps to actually add or delete a tool from the
database in SITHE, as it needs to be added or deleted in many different places (only the main
upstream user interface was presented in the previous section).
Appendix B: Consent to Participate Form for Experiment
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN
NON-BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
Visualizing Subjective Decision Criteria for System Evaluation
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Mary Cummings, Ph.D. from the
Aeronautics and Astronautics Department and Jodyann Coley, S.B. from the Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science Department, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(M.I.T.). The results of this study will be contributed to a Master's of Engineering thesis. You
were selected as a possible participant in this study because of your human factors experience.
You should read the information below, and ask questions about anything you do not understand,
before deciding whether or not to participate.
* PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to choose whether to be
in it or not. If you choose to be in this study, you may subsequently withdraw from it at any time
without penalty or consequences of any kind. The investigator may withdraw you from this
research if circumstances arise which warrant doing so.
* PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
A decision support system was designed and developed to allow users to make more objective
(i.e. less biased) tool selection decisions based on both subjective and objective criteria.
The motivation of this project is that when users need to evaluate complex systems, such as in
the case of acquisitions in which users need to rate and compare systems, there are hundreds of
tools that can aid them in evaluating these systems. For example, the tools ErgoMaster,
ErgoWeb JET Software (Job Evaluator Toolbox), Man-Machine Integration Design and Analysis
Systems (MIDAS), and SAFEWORK m, to name a few, could all be used to measure ergonomics.
Although users may know what each tool measures, they may not know the advantages and/or
disadvantages of using one tool over another. They may also not know how the tools are rated in
relation to one another, based on the user's criteria. Users need a way to reduce the number of
choices, or downselect, from the database of all possible tools to a smaller set of desirable tools,
as defined by users' criteria.
The purpose of the study is to compare the new design of this decision support tool with a design
from previous work and how participants interact with both interfaces.
. PROCEDURES
If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
" Participate in a 15 minute training session to familiarize yourself with both interfaces and
your task.
- Use each interface for approximately 15 minutes to select your final choice of tools.
- Answer survey questions for each interface for approximately 5 minutes.
- The total time of the experiment will be no longer than 1 hour.
- All of these steps will occur in the Humans and Automation Lab in Room 37-301.
* POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS
There are no foreseeable risks, discomforts, or inconveniences in participating in this
experiment.
* POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Your benefit in participation in this study is developing a better understanding of the
considerations that need to be made when deciding to use a tool to help you evaluate complex
systems. In terms of benefit to society, this research will provide for better understanding of
presenting information to users and obtaining subjective decision criteria from users, which may
lead to improving decision support tools.
* PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION
Participation in this experiment is strictly voluntary with no payment.
* CONFIDENTIALITY
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with you
will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by law.
Your responses in the questionnaires in this study will only be coded by your subject number,
which will not be linked to your name or any other personal information. Therefore, your
participation in this research is essentially anonymous.
. IDENTIFICATION OF INVESTIGATORS
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact Professor
Mary Cummings at 77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 33-311, Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 252-
1512.
0 EMERGENCY CARE AND COMPENSATION FOR INJURY
If you feel you have suffered an injury, which may include emotional trauma, as a result of
participating in this study, please contact the person in charge of the study as soon as possible.
In the event you suffer such an injury, M.I.T. may provide itself, or arrange for the provision of,
emergency transport or medical treatment, including emergency treatment and follow-up care, as
needed, or reimbursement for such medical services. M.I.T. does not provide any other form of
compensation for injury. In any case, neither the offer to provide medical assistance, nor the
actual provision of medical services shall be considered an admission of fault or acceptance of
liability. Questions regarding this policy may be directed to MIT's Insurance Office, (617) 253-
2823. Your insurance carrier may be billed for the cost of emergency transport or medical
treatment, if such services are determined not to be directly related to your participation in this
study.
* RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS
You are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies because of your participation in this
research study. If you feel you have been treated unfairly, or you have questions regarding your
rights as a research subject, you may contact the Chairman of the Committee on the Use of
Humans as Experimental Subjects, M.I.T., Room E25-143B, 77 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge,
MA 02139, phone 1-617-253 6787.
SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH SUBJECT OR LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE
I understand the procedures described above. My questions have been answered to my
satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form.
Name of Subject
Name of Legal Representative (if applicable)
Signature of Subject or Legal Representative Date
Signature of Investigator
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR
In my judgment the subject is voluntarily and knowingly giving informed consent and possesses
the legal capacity to give informed consent to participate in this research study.
Date
Appendix C: Demographic Survey for Experiment
Demographic Survey
1. Participant Number:
2. Age:
3. Gender: 0 Male 0 Female
4. Please check the tools with which you are familiar:
AGARD Standardized Tests for Research with Environmental Stressors (STRES)
Air Force Logistics Composite Model (LCOM)
Auditory Hazard Assessment Algorithm (AHAAH)
Autonomous Vehicle Operator Span of Control Evaluation Tool (AVOSCET)
Boeing McDonnell-Douglas Human Modeling System (BHMS)
Eye-tracking
RiskSafe 7.5 Workplace Job Safety and Job Hazard Analysis Software (RiskSafe)
E] Ship Manpower Analysis and Requirements Tool (SMART)
Systematic Error and Risk Analysis Tool (SERA)
Usability Problem Date Analysis Technology (UPDATE)
5. How many human factors-related experiments have you conducted?
6. How many human factors-related experiments have you participated in?
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Appendix D: Tutorial Slides for Experiment
Visualizing Subjective Decision Criteria
for System Evaluation (Tutorial)
Iili*
' Your Role
" You will receive a scenario in which you are a
consultant.
" You will use two interfaces to answer questions based
on the scenario.
" You will then choose the three best tools based on the
results presented in the interfaces.
" You will also be given a sheet with background
information on the tools in the database.
" The following slides provide an overview of the types of
questions you will answer.
' Types of Questions (continued)
Ufecycle Questions
- You rate the extent to which you want to examine the system
at each part of the system's Ilfecycle.
- In this experiment, a system's engineering Ilfecycle Is divided
Into 5 stages.
- Early- drawings and designs
- Early-Middle
- Middle -prototypes
- Middle-Late
- Late - large scale system production
General Task
* Hundreds of tools exist to evaluate complex human-
system integration (HSI) systems.
* In this experiment, we will use a subset of such tools.
e Using a set of criteria, a person should be able to select
the best tools that meet his/her objectives out of all the
available tools.
Types of Questions
Binary Questions
- You answer yes or no to indicate whether or not you need/want
the tools to have a particular characteristic.
Trade Space Questions
- You rate how important each of the dimensions in the cost-
benefit trade space for HSI tools is to you.
- Major Dimensions: Human Performance Cost, Mission Performance,
and Usability
, Types of Questions (continued)
Tool Perfornance Questions
You rate how important It is to you for the tools to have the
various abilities on each of the 5 dimensions.
- Construct Validity. describes the degree to which inferences can be
made from the tool about what is actually occurring
- Measurement Efldency: describes how easy it is to use the tool to
cany out measurements
- Comprehensive Understanding: describes how well the tool's output
demonstrates a complete picture of what is occurring
- statistical Effciency: describes how easy it is to use the tool's output
for statistical analysis
- Experimental Constaints: describes the external factors related to
the use of the tool
Note: These definitions will be provided during the experiment
.........
V SITHE
* In the second worksheet, you will record your answers below
the trade space dimensions only in the yellow sections, as
illustrated below.
SITHE: Tool Aspects
* In the tool aspects section, you should rate how
important it is for a tool to have each ability.
* Your ratings should be on a scale from 1 to 5
(1 = Extremely Unimportant, 5 = Extremely Important,
as summarized in the "Ratings Definitions" sheet).
CtLContnctVaidity 3
Cat Mswrennt Efiifeny 3
Ct:CongehensiUndertadi 4
CA5: EeinentalContriits 3
The Systems Integration
Tool for HSI Evaluation
(SITHE)
SITHE
* SITHE is one of the interfaces that you will use.
* You will record your answers in two worksheets. In the
first worksheet, you will record your answers in the
yellow sections, as illustrated below.
SITHE: Binary Inputs
* In the binary inputs section, you should enter 1 for yes
and 0 for no (as summarized in the "Ratings Definition"
sheet).
d The cost should be written as a number without a dollar
sign.
weritOvrakd4el uravwerieesste
,SITHE: Lifecycle Phases
waIn the lifecycle phases section, you should rate the
extent to which you want to examine the system at each
part of the system's lifecyde.
*Your ratings should be on a scale from 1 to 5(1 = Extremely Unimportant, 5 = Extremely Important).
seatesetoidataseetetariarif E tl 6tandddle
i ~nets M &eateseorM *Went deIe yle Lae oteRgq
mn od idesd LUZ-produId
patoft e sem'sdmh lifcyce e K
e orr ting shoul beo cl romo~ 1 rosto e
Earl R evie y- Middle~o Roepeve
g SITHE: Trade Space Questions
" After you complete the first workshieet, You should move to the second
worksheet.
" In the trade space section, you should rate how Important each of the
dimensions is to you by entering your rating in the yellow cell below each
dimension.
" You are only rating the dimensions that have a yellow cell below them. In
thie example below, you do not put a rating for Fatigue, but you put ratings
for Mental Fatigue and Physical Fatigue.
. Your ratings should be on a scale from 1 to 5 (1= Extremely Unimportant,
5= Extremely Important).
* SITHE: Results (continued)
" As you enter Information In the other sections, the scores in the
results section will change. You can make changes to your answers
at any time.
" The highest score for each category Is 10.
" There are 6 categories in total to represent the differences between
your ratings and the tool's ratings in the lifecycle and tool aspects
questions.
" If a tool's characteristics do not agree with your binary inputs, the
tool's score In all categories Is automatically 0.
HEDST
e HEDST is the other interface that you will use.
* A screenshot of the interface when you first start the
application is below:
SITHE: Results
* You will use the results graph when making your tool
selections.
* On the x-axis, you will see the tool numbers. These
correspond to the tool IDs on the tool information sheet that
you will be given.
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The HSI Evaluation
Decision Support Tool
(HEDST)
' HEDST: Tools Pane
" In the tools pane, the tools in the database are listed
by their ID.
- Next to each tool ID, you will see a graphical -
representation of the tool's score. The portion of the
rectangle that is filled indicates the tool's score, which = -
is out of 100. "
" Initially, each tool has a score of 0.
" If you hover over a rectangle, as Illustrated in the
screenshot, you can see the tool's exact score.
" Initially, the tools are sorted alphabetically by their IDs,
but clicking the 'sort by score' button will sort the tools
by their scores.
. ...........
HEDST: When Scores Get Updated
HEDST: Rating Questions (Example)
In the example below, both Construct Validity and Statistical Efficiency
are extremely important to the user, but Construct Validity is more
Important than Statistical Effciency since It is In a higher bin.
Before: After: - -
HEDST: Trade Space Trees
* When you dick on the 'trade space questions' button, you will see 3
trees that illustrate the trade space hierarchies, for your reference.
e The pucks are the leaves (the highlighted nodes) in each of the
trees.
U HEDST: Making Your Decision
" You can use the tool scores after you have submitted your answers,
to make your decision. You can always re-submit new answers.
" Remember you can also sort the tools by their scores.
M-
Questions?
Appendix E: Scenario for Training Session of Experiment
Practice Scenario
Company A is trying to decide whether or not to acquire Company B. Before Company
A makes a final decision, it needs to evaluate a few of Company B's systems currently in the
developmental stages (early to middle lifecycle phases), in order to determine if those systems
will be useful. Unfortunately, the company does not have much time left to make this multi-
million dollar decision. Therefore, the company hires you as a consultant to help them determine
the best tools that they can use to evaluate these complex systems. You are to make a
recommendation of 3 tools that you believe will be most appropriate for the company's decision,
based on its set of criteria.
The company does not want to spend more than $8,000 for the tool that it uses to make
this decision. However, in addition to its budget, the company is willing to upgrade or buy new
hardware in order to use the tool, only if this is necessary. Other than this additional cost, the
company is not willing to spend more for the tool. The company is not interested in doing any
statistical analyses with the information provided by the tool it chooses. Additionally, the
company is concerned about its potential systems' human performance cost, so having a tool that
could measure different types of human performance cost would be a plus.
Given the short amount of time in which you have to make your recommendations, you
decide to use two different applications, namely SITHE and HEDST, to help with your decision.
You may discover that you get two different sets of tools when using both applications, but they
will help you narrow down your search!
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Appendix F: Background Information on Tools
Back2round Information on Tools
STRES (Tool 1)
Tool Name: AGARD Standardized Tests for Research with Environmental Stressors
What Tool Measures: Human mental performance via test battery. It combines a battery of
tests to get a general measure of an individual's mental performance. (Human Performance Cost)
Tool Description: The STRES battery of tests is made up of seven tests, namely reaction time,
mathematical processing, memory search, spatial processing, unstable tracking, grammatical
reasoning, and dual task performance of the memory search and unstable tracking tests.
LCOM (Tool 2)
Tool Name: Air Force Logistics Composite Model
What Tool Measures: Logistics performance of a complex system (Cost)
Tool Description: LCOM is a family of programs consisting of a Data Preparation System
(DPS), a main simulation program and a variety of post summary reports and post processors to
evaluate the model outputs. LCOM study objectives may differ widely, but the usual one is to
identify the best mix of logistical resources to support a given weapon system under certain
operational constraints.
RiskSafe (Tool 3)
Tool Name: RiskSafe 7.5 Workplace Job Safety and Job Hazard Analysis Software
What Tool Measures: Risk from workplace (Mission Performance)
Tool Description: RiskSafeTM 7.5 Job Safety & Job Hazard Analysis (JSA/JHA) software,
assists in performing more thorough risk studies more quickly and in identifying workplace
safety hazards, leveraging hazards & safeguards lessons learned across similar operations and
tasks, provides visibility and tracking of recommendations and automated reporting for
regulatory compliance. Comes with standard JSA/JHA templates that can be easily modified by a
non-technical end user to meet their unique requirements.
AVOSCET (Tool 4)
Tool Name: Autonomous Vehicle Operator Span of Control
What Tool Measures: Number of auto units an operator can control (Human Performance Cost)
Tool Description: AVOSCET is a tradeoff analysis tool specifically designed to help analysts
determine how many autonomous systems an operator or a crew can control under a variety of
conditions. AVOSCET provides a user-friendly interface through which an analyst can define
specific parameter values envisioned for a particular mission involving autonomous systems.
BHMS (Tool 5)
Tool Name: Boeing McDonnell-Douglas Human Modeling System
What Tool Measures: Human factors model (Usability)
Tool Description: The Boeing Human Modeling System (BHMS) is a software tool designed
specifically for engineering applications. BHMS is a menu-driven, interactive computer program
used to define human factors design requirements and aid in design evaluation. BHMS provides
a set of human modeling and human task simulation tools that allow the user to establish design-
to requirements, test reach accommodation, study human motion, and perform various fit and
function evaluations of their present design.
UPDATE (Tool 6)
Tool Name: Usability Problem Date Analysis Technology
What Tool Measures: Overall analysis via video of usability session (Usability)
Tool Description: The UPDATE tool includes a process for analyzing usability problems and
helps a usability analyst to generate design focused usability recommendations. UPDATE,
utilizes digital video screen capture, to enable usability analysts to follow a systematic process to
consistently generate usability recommendations that focus on correcting design problems with
the system under test. The tool supports traceability from recommendation back through
usability problems and analyst observations to points in the video capture of the test session. The
UPDATE tool includes timeline visualization of usability problems, data management of
observations, problems and recommendations, and usability report generation.
SMART (Tool 7)
Tool Name: Ship Manpower Analysis and Requirements Tool
What Tool Measures: Needed crew size to operate a ship (Cost)
Tool Description: SMART is a series of programs that allow designers to vary equipment,
maintenance philosophies, and levels of automation to optimize the crew size of a ship based on
various goals.
SERA (Tool 8)
Tool Name: Systematic Error and Risk Analysis Tool
What Tool Measures: Analysis of errors that led to an incident, using the Human Factors
Analysis and Classification System (HFACS). (Mission Performance)
Tool Description: A tool for Systematic Error and Risk Analysis (SERA), based on a solid
theoretical framework provided by the Information Processing (IP) and Perceptual Control
Theory (PCT) models, has been developed for investigating the human factors causes of
accidents and incidents. SERA provides a structured process for identifying both active failures
and the pre-conditions that led to these failures.
AHAAH (Tool 9)
Tool Name: Auditory Hazard Assessment Algorithm
What Tool Measures: Hazard to humans from high-decibel exposures (Mission Performance)
Tool Description: Used for audio hazard assessment (damage risk criterion), design criterion,
and analysis of sources of hazard and their amelioration.
Eye-tracking (Tool 10)
Tool Name: Eye-tracking
What Tool Measures: Focus of attention over time (Usability)
Tool Description: Eye-tracking is a tool to measure eye positions and eye movement to measure
either the point of gaze ("where someone is looking") or the motion of an eye relative to the
head.
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Appendix G: Scenario for Testing Session of Experiment
Scenario
Company A is trying to decide whether or not to acquire Company B. Before Company
A makes a final decision, it needs to evaluate a few of Company B's systems currently in the
developmental stages (early to middle lifecycle phases), in order to determine if those systems
will be useful. Unfortunately, the company does not have much time left to make this multi-
million dollar decision. Therefore, the company hires you as a consultant to help them determine
the best tools that they can use to evaluate these complex systems. You are to make a
recommendation of 3 tools that you believe will be most appropriate for the company's decision,
based on its set of criteria.
The company does not want to spend more than $20,000 for the tool that it uses to make
this decision. However, in addition to its budget, the company is willing to hire a Subject Matter
Expert (SME) and upgrade or buy new software in order to use the tool, only if this is necessary.
Other than those two additional costs, the company is not willing to spend more for the tool. The
company is also interested in making measurements and conducting statistical analysis from the
information provided by the tool it chooses. Additionally, the company is concerned about its
potential systems' risks and hazards, so having a tool that could measure different types of risks
and hazards would be a plus.
Given the short amount of time in which you have to make your recommendations, you
decide to use two different applications, namely SITHE and HEDST, to help with your decision.
You may discover that you get two different sets of tools when using both applications, but they
will help you narrow down your search!
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Appendix H: SITHE Survey for Experiment
SITHE Interface Survey
1. Participant Number:
2. How easy was it to use the interface?
1 2 3
Very Hard
3. How much did you trust the interface for accurate results?
1 2 3 4
Not At All
4. Rank your top 3 fmal tool choices w
Tool 1 (STRES)
Tool 2 (LCOM)
Tool 3 (RiskSafe)
Tool 4 (AVOSCET)
Tool 5 (BIMS)
Tool 6 (UPDATE)
Tool 7 (SMART)
Tool 8 (SERA)
Tool 9 (AHAAH)
Tool 10 (Eye-tracking)
5
Completely
hen using this interface, in order of preference.
5
Very Easy
5. How did each factor below contribute to your final decision of tools?
Factor Not at All Very Little Neutral Somewhat Greatly
Familiarity with particular tools: 1 2 3 4 5
Tool Scores: 1 2 3 4 5
6. Did a particular score contribute more to your final decision than other scores?O Yes ONo
If yes, please select the score that contributed most to your decision:
o Construct Validity (C1)
o Measurement Efficiency (C2)
o Comprehensive Understanding (C3)
o Statistical Efficiency (C4)
o Experimental Constraints (C5)
0 Net Lifecycle and Trade Space Score
100
Appendix I: HEDST Survey for Experiment
HEDST Interface Survey
1. Participant Number:
2. How easy was it to use the interface?
1 2 3 4 5
Very Hard Very Easy
3. How much did you trust the interface for accurate results?
1 2 3 4 5
Not At All Completely
4. Rank your top 3 final tool choices when using this interface, in order of preference.
STRES
LCOM
RiskSafe
AVOSCET
BHMS
UPDATE
SMART
SERA
AHAAH
Eye-tracking
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5. How did each factor below contribute to your final decision of tools?
Factor Not at All Very Little Neutral Somewhat Greatly
Familiarity with particular tools: 1 2 3 4 5
Tool Scores: 1 2 3 4 5
102
Appendix J: Final Survey for Experiment
Final Survey
1. Participant Number:
2. Which interface was easier to use?
0 SITHE Interface 0 HEDST Interface
3. Why was the interface you selected in the previous question easier to use?
Which interface did you trust more for accurate results?
o SITHE Interface 0 HEDST Interface 0 Neither
Why did you trust the interface you selected in the previous question more for accurate
6. Which interface made the selection of final tools easier?
0 SITHE Interface 0 HEDST Interface 0 Neither
103
0 Neither
7. What characteristics of the interface that you selected in the previous question made the
selection of final tools easier? (E.g. Graph, Colors, Rankings, Number of screens, etc.)
8. Other comments about the process and/or interface designs.
104
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